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Abstract
Introduction Respirable crystalline silica exposure
has been implicated in the resurgence of coal workers’
pneumoconiosis (CWP) in the USA. A 2010 report
found an increasing prevalence of r-type opacities,
which are associated with silicosis lung pathology, on
the radiographs of working underground coal miners
in central Appalachia. This analysis updates that report
by assessing the prevalence of r-type opacities during
2010–2018 compared with earlier decades.
Methods Data from the Coal Workers’ Health
Surveillance Program were used to calculate the
prevalence of r-type opacities on radiographs of working
underground coal miners. The data were restricted
to radiographs taken during 1 January 1980 to 15
September 2018. The presence of r-type opacities was
defined as an r-type classification for either the primary
or secondary shape/size of small opacities. Prevalence
ratios for r-type opacities were calculated using log
binomial regression.
Results Radiograph classifications for 106 506
miners were included in analysis. For the USA overall,
the prevalence of r-type opacities among miners with
radiographs taken during 2010–2018 compared with
1980–1989 has increased (PR 2.4; 95% CI 1.9 to 3.0).
For central Appalachia, the proportion of r-type opacities
observed increased when comparing 1980–1989 to
2010–2018 (PR 6.0; 95% CI 4.6 to 7.9).
Conclusions The prevalence of r-type opacities on the
radiographs of Appalachian underground coal miners
continues to increase, implicating exposure to crystalline
silica in respirable coal mine dust. The current findings
underscore the importance of monitoring and controlling
exposure to silica in coal mines.

Key messages
What is already known about this subject?

►► r-Type opacities are associated with silicosis. A

report was first published in 2010 showing that
prevalence of r-type opacities had increased
since the 1980s among underground coal
miners in the USA.

What are the new findings?

►► The prevalence of r-type opacities among

underground coal miners of central Appalachia
continues to increase.

How might this impact on policy or clinical
practice in the foreseeable future?
►► These findings may increase scrutiny on current
dust monitoring practices and place increased
focus on efforts to develop continuous personal
dust monitors specifically for respirable
crystalline silica dust.
coal mines. Subsequent lung pathology research has
highlighted the role of silica and silicates in rapidly
progressive CWP.3 Studies continue to identify
increasing prevalence and severity of CWP4 and
its associated consequences, including compensated disability claims,5 lung transplantation6 and
premature mortality.7 Our aim is to update prevalence trends for r-type small opacities identified on
chest radiographs of US underground coal miners,
including a comparison between central Appalachia
and the rest of the nation.

Methods

Introduction
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The USA is experiencing an unprecedented resurgence of the most severe form of coal workers’
pneumoconiosis (CWP), especially among miners
working in central Appalachia, defined as the states
of Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia. A 2010
study reported increases in the proportion of chest
radiographs from central Appalachian coal miners
with r-type small opacities, an abnormality associated with silicosis lung pathology.1 The report
hypothesised that the rising prevalence and severity
of pneumoconiosis in the region was associated
with respirable crystalline silica exposure. Respirable crystalline silica is more toxic than coal dust
and is associated with increased pulmonary inflammation,2 and this finding underscored the need for
effective silica dust monitoring and control in US

Working underground coal miners who participated in the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH)-administered Coal
Workers’ Health Surveillance Program (CWHSP)
during 1 January 1980 to 15 September 2018 were
included for analysis. Demographic information,
occupational history (including the state where the
miner was employed) and chest radiograph classification data were derived from each miner’s most
recent CWHSP encounter.
Radiographs were classified by at least two
NIOSH-certified B Readers according to the guidelines for the use of the International Labour Office
International Classification of Radiographs of
Pneumoconioses and regulations found at 42 Code
of Federal Regulations (CFR) 37.8 If small opacities are identified on a radiograph, then a B Reader
selects their corresponding shape/size. Small,
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rounded opacities with diameters of 3–10 mm are classified as
r-type and are associated with silicosis lung pathology.3 9 For this
study, the presence of r-type opacities was defined as at least one
B Reader selection of r-type for either the primary or secondary
shape/size of small opacities on the radiograph. Prevalence ratios
comparing the prevalence of r-type opacities by decade were
calculated using log-binomial regression using SAS 9.4.

fully explain long-term increases in the prevalence of r-type
opacities. When including age as a covariate in the model, the
prevalence of r-type opacities in central Appalachia increased
significantly across the entire study period (PR 2.5; 95% CI
1.9 to 3.4), including a significant increase from 2000–2009 to
2010–2018 (PR 1.2; 95% CI 1.1 to 1.6).

Results

Discussion

A total of 106 506 working underground coal miners participated in the CWHSP at least once during 1 January 1980 to 15
September 2018, and the most recent radiographic classification
for each miner was included in analysis. A majority of miners
were men (97.3%) and white (96.2%), and 46.2% worked in
central Appalachia at the time the radiograph was obtained.
Median age at the time of radiograph was 37 years. Median
miner age during 1980–1989, 1990–1999, 2000–2009 and
2010–2018 was 33, 43, 44 and 37, respectively.
A total of 8514 radiographs had opacities present and primary
shape/size classification information and 7581 radiographs had
opacities present and secondary shape/size information, for
a total of 8520 radiographs with opacities present and either
primary or secondary shape/size classification information available. Of these 8520 radiographs, 532 were classified as having
r-type opacities. These 532 radiographs with primary and/or
secondary r-type opacities (0.5% of all radiographs) are the
focus of this analysis.
In the USA, the proportion of radiographs with r-type opacities has increased each decade since 1980, with a greater than
twofold overall increase for 2010–2018 compared with 1980–
1989 (PR 2.4; 95% CI 1.9 to 3.0). However, this increase was
not observed when excluding radiographs from miners in central
Appalachian states (PR 0.8; 95% CI 0.5 to 1.2) (figure 1). When
analysis was restricted to miners from Kentucky, Virginia and
West Virginia, there was a significant increase in the prevalence
of r-type opacities across the entire study period (PR 6.0; 95% CI
4.6 to 7.9), including a significant increase when comparing
2010–2018 with 2000–2009 (PR 1.3; 95% CI 1.1 to 1.7) and
comparing 2010–2018 with 1990–1999 (PR 3.1; 95% CI 2.2 to
4.4).
Mining tenure information was not uniformly available.
However, miner age was highly correlated with mining tenure
in this population, and adjusted analyses found that age did not

Figure 1 Percentage of r-type opacities, by region and decade, 1980–
2018.
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The prevalence of r-type opacities on the radiographs of coal
miners in central Appalachia has increased each decade since
1980. This finding could help to explain the sharp increases in
the prevalence and severity of pneumoconiosis observed in this
region since the late 1990s. Though the radiographic classification of r-type opacities does not constitute a clinical diagnosis
of silicosis, these rounded opacities have been associated with
silicosis through pathology.3 9
Thin-seam coal mining is common in Appalachia. This practice
can involve cutting large amounts of silica-bearing rock outside
the coal seam to maintain haulage clearances.10 A recent study
based on interviews of 19 coal miners from a clinic-based cluster
of 416 miners with progressive massive fibrosis in Virginia found
that 13 (68%) participants reported regularly cutting 12 inches
or more of rock while mining coal during their careers. Participants also described using continuous miner machines to cut
slopes and ventilation shafts through pure sandstone, working
downwind of dust-generating equipment, and improper use of
dust monitoring and control equipment.11 A total of 122 (29%)
of the 416 radiographs from these miners were classified as
having r-type opacities.11 12
Previous reports using CWHSP data have shown that participation bias and B Reader classifications are not likely to influence any temporal trends in CWP reported by the CWHSP.1 13
There is no cure for pneumoconiosis and for an increasing
number of coal miners, lung transplantation becomes the
medical intervention of last resort.6 The public health goal must
be prevention, accomplished through effective coal mine dust
control and early identification of disease. Although dust exposure data were not available for the miners in this analysis, coal
mine dust is the sole cause of pneumoconiosis in coal miners.
Traditional respirable crystalline silica exposure monitoring in
US coal mines requires dust samples to be sent to commercial
laboratories for analysis, and results are not available for days
or weeks. Newly developed software implemented as part of a
field-based monitoring approach enhances coal mine operators’
ability to conduct accurate end-of-shift respirable crystalline
silica monitoring, which could help operators quickly address
exposure sources and prevent further exposure for miners on
subsequent shifts.14
Early disease detection and secondary prevention can also
be improved. Through the CWHSP, working coal miners who
participate in screening are confidentially informed of their respiratory health status, and if radiographic pneumoconiosis is identified, they have a legal right to transfer to a less dusty position
at the mine while retaining their regular rate of pay. However,
these forms of secondary prevention of CWP are underutilised.
A recent study showed that 39% of miners who first applied
for federal black lung benefits during 2000–2016 had never
participated in the CWHSP during their career.15 Among miners
who did participate in the CWHSP during 1986–2016 and were
found to be eligible for transfer rights, only 14.4% chose to exercise their transfer right.16 In Kentucky and Virginia, two states
with the highest prevalence of CWP, participation rates in the job
transfer programme were 9.8% and 8.9%, respectively.
Hall NB, et al. Occup Environ Med 2019;76:479–481. doi:10.1136/oemed-2019-105691
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Conclusion
The rising prevalence of r-type opacities in Appalachian coal
miners suggests that respirable crystalline silica exposures in
recent decades are an important factor in the resurgence of
rapidly progressive and severe pneumoconiosis in the region.
Effective technologies and best practices exist for controlling
silica and other coal mine dust exposures. These measures must
be properly applied and maintained to protect miners from
developing this entirely preventable disease.
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